How to use Mural
Welcome to the Oklahoma State Rail Plan update
stakeholder meeting!

Click on the sticky icon
to create one or double
click in the box.

This is the first meeting in a series of two. As a stakeholder, your active
involvement will benefit the development process and provide you the
opportunity to share your concerns, needs and benefits with other
experts from across the state. Ultimately, YOU will help shape the final
Oklahoma State Rail Plan.

Grab a corner to expand
the size & double click on
it to add text.

Click on sticky to move it or to change
the text, color, size, and type.
Select an icon and move it by clicking
on it and dragging it.

Only insert one idea per sticky!

Project Identification Discussion
Please review the Oklahoma state rail network map below and identify the
bottlenecks, economic development opportunities, and/or Shortline improvements.
Bottleneck Icons

Passenger Rail Icons

CONGESTION RELIEF

Economic Development Icons

Double track
bridges,
separteate the
grade where
possible

Identify an area where an
intermediate stop between
intermodal hubs can occur
on freight rail networks

improve briges on
aok,grainbelt,ss,tsu

Brian: Capturing air and freight
in a mutually beneficial manner

Upgrade
bridges to
286 OKC to
Shawnee

Brian from COG OKC to Tulsa
provides better
opportunity
instead of OKC to
Kansas

SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

Quiet zone
improvements
and enhanced
rail crossings in
urban
environments

McAlester to
Shawnee:
political
concerns

Shortlines: need
to keep updating
infrastructure

John: need to
consider 286 issues
(This is the new 286k
car pounds needed for
tracks; if you can't
you're at an
operational
disadvantage)

Judy: in addition
to updating
bridges, we need
to continue to
update rail

Brent: handles
complaints and says
single track/
bottleneck issues are
frequent areas of
concern; near Madill

Tyson - weight
makes you more
competitive, not
meant to represent
a disadvantage; it
helps economics for
the customer.
single track
bridges showing
their age; need to
consider double
tracking

continue to review
traffic signal preemption locations
and make
adjustments as
needed

Upgrade
exiting
signalized
crossings

Aprox. 22
Bridge
upgrades are
needed to
286,000 lb

Investigate
wayside horn use
instead of quiet
zones. Less
expensive for
municipalities.

Provide a state funding
mechanism for the use
of P3s for nonspeculative economic
development
opportunities that
advance the efficeint
and safe use of the
freight rail network

Red Rock
Sub - BNSF

bridges

Shortline Improvement Icons

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

CORRIDOR STUDIES

CAPACITY

Double track
bridges

bridges over
red river on
bnsf and up

If you had the opportunity, which projects would you fund/build
within the following categories?

The Red Rock
Sub study for
congestion,
capacity and
increased
safety.

continue studying
the construction of
a new highspeed
rail alignment
between Tulsa and
Oklahoma City

RELIABILITY
Decrease at
grade
crossings
with grade
separations

continue study
of the extension
of the Heartland
Flyer to Newton
KS

If Oklahoma is going to land a
Tesla-type project/investment,
we are going to need
investments to make our large
contiguous, industrial
properties served by utilities
and transportation corridors.
The Public Ports at Tulsa and
Muskogee have these types of
property.

Tricia; working
with KDOT on
expansion plans

Recognize existing
industrial sites with
rail access and
areas where high
volumes of
transloading

Promoting
industrial sites is a
common theme

areas of
compatability
with rail,
water, truck
and air freight

